POLICE CIRCULAR ORDER No. 34

As an experimental measure, it is proposed to start a model police-station in each district, with effect from the 1st January 1950.

These model police-stations are not merely to be made models of honesty, but they should be models in every way. They should be models of cleanliness, models of efficiency and good work, models of politeness, models of politeness, models of good behaviour, models of service and of course models of honesty. Every Superintendent of Police will take immediate steps to improve the buildings of his model police-station and make arrangements to have it kept scrupulously clean. Some chairs or benches might be provided for people who visit the police-station on business or work. The registers and records should be overhauled and changed and should be arranged and kept in a neat and proper order in the police-station office. The aim should be that as soon as a person enters the model police-station he should feel a difference. There should be an air of business like efficiency around the place and nothing should be allowed which is likely to detract from this or to affect the prestige of the Police.

2. These instructions should be strictly kept in view by the staff to be posted to these model police-stations. The staff for such police-stations should be selected specially and they will be made to feel that on them devolves a special responsibility. There should be a closer co-operation and good dealings towards the public. The staff will be made to work honestly and in a more straightforward manner.

3. Superintendents of Police and Range Deputy Inspectors-General will also pay special attention to these police-stations the object being that if success can be achieved in this experiment, it can be extended and ultimately each police-station can be made a medal one.

(Previous Police Circular Order 11 of 1949)